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On completion of this unit you'll be able − 
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Introduction : How to Read 
 

 
 
 

 

LESSON
 
A 
wbáPi Abyá”Q`wU j∂ Ki“b|  
Toys are small playthings suitable for amusement. They are colourful and 
attractive. Toys are of various kinds. There are toy animals and toy 
farmers. There are also toy cars, toy trains, toy ships, and toy everything. 
Children are very fond of them. But toys can be delightful to grown-up 
people also. The reason is that colourful toys have an artistic beauty which 
satisfies their aesthetic sense. Painted toys have a dream-like reality which 
is enchanting.  
 
GB Abyá”Q`wUi gj welqeØë Kx? GKUz ÜLqvj KiájB Avcwb ejáZ cviáeb Üh Abyá”Q`wUáZ 
toys m¤úáK© AvájvPbv Kiv náqáQ| Abyá”Q`wUi c÷vq c÷wZwU eváK®B toys-Gi Dáj-L AváQ 
A_ev pronouns (Ühgb : they Ges them)-Gi gva®ág toys ÜK wbá`©k Kiv náqáQ| Gfváe 
ÜKvábv paragraph ev Abyá”Q`-G Üh welq wbáq gjZ AvájvPbv Kiv nq, ZváK ejv nq H 
paragraph ev Abyá”Qá`i topic.  

Gevi Avmv hvK paragraph wUáZ toys m¤úáK© Kx AvájvPbv Kiv náqáQ Üm weláq| Abyá”Qá`i 
c÷wZwU eváK®B toys m¤úáK© wewfbú wKQy ejv náqáQ| wKöë Gá`i gáa® wK ÜKvábv evK®áK Avjv`v 
Kiv hvq hv mgM÷ Abyá”Q` m¤úáK© aviYv Ü`áe? welqwU GKUz RwUj gáb náZ cvái| Záe 
Abyá”Qá`i c÷_g evK®wU j∂ Ki“b :  
Toys are small playthings suitable for amusement.  
GLváb toys Gi `ywU mgv_©K ∏Yvejxi K_v ejv náqáQ| GKwU ná”Q playthings Ges AciwU 
ná”Q suitable for amusement. ÜLqvj Kiáj Ü`Láeb Abyá”Q`-Gi Ab®vb® eváK® ÜKb toys 
are suitable for amusements Üm welqwUB e®vL®v Kiv náqáQ| myZivs Abyá”Qá`i GB c÷_g 
evK®wUáK ejv hvq gj evK® ev topic sentence.  

Aváiv j∂ Ki“b Üh, topic sentence-Gi `ywU Ask iáqáQ| GKwU ná”Q topic ev welqeØë 
ÜhwU mvaviYZ evK®wUi subject ev Dáœk® Ges Ab®wU ná”Q assertion ev topic m¤úáK© hv 
ejv ná”Q, ÜhwU mvaviYZ evK®wUi predicate ev weáaq|  
 

Ühgb :  
Topic sentence : Toys are small playthings suitable for amusement.  
Topic : Toys (Subject) 
Assertion : are small playthings suitable for amusement. 

(Predicate) 
 

mvaviYZ c÷wZwU mymsMwVZ paragraph-GiB ÜKvábv bv ÜKvábv topic sentence _váK| 
AwaKvsk Ü∂áŒB paragraph-Gi c÷_g evK®wU ev Ükl evK®wU mvaviYZ topic sentence náq 
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_váK| Záe gváS gváS Üh Gi e®wZµg NáU bv, Zv bq| wKöë ÜhfváeB ÜnvK covi mgq topic 
sentence  wUáK kbv≥ KiáZ cviáj paragraph Gi A_© Abyaveb mnR nq Ges mnáRB 
Abyá”Qá`i gjfveáK wPw˝Z Kiv hvq|  
 
B 
Gevi gj Abyá”Q`wU Avevi co~b Ges wbáPi c÷kú∏ájvi DÀi w`áZ ÜPÛv Ki“b|  

 
Choose the Correct Answer :  
a. What are toys suitable for?  
 I. For play ii. For artistic beauty  
 iii. For amusement  iv. For dream-like reality 
b. Who like toys most?  
 i. Children ii. Grown-up people  
 iii. Farmers iv. Animals  
c. Why do the grown-ups like toys ? Because − 
 i. toys satisfy their aesthetic sense  
 ii. toys can be delightful 
 iii. their children like toys very much 
 iv. toys are colourful and attractive 
 

GLváb Üh welq∏ájv wbáq c÷kú Kiv náqáQ Üm∏ájv ná”Q paragraph-G c÷`À weØvwiZ Z_®vejx 
msµvö| paragraph wU cáo Avcwb eySáZ ÜcáiáQb wKbv Zv hvPvB KivB GB c÷kú∏ájvi 
Dáœk®| gáb ivLáeb GKwU paragraph-G wewfbú aiábi Z_®vejx _vKáZ cvái| Ühgb : welq 
(topic) m¤úáK© weØÖZ eY©bv ev details; Dcgv, D`vniY ev cwimsL®vábi gva®ág welqeØëi 
weØviY ev illustration; ÜKvábv KviY ev hyw≥ ev reasons; Zzjbv Ges àecwiZ® ev 
compare and contrast BZ®vw`| Topic sentence wU kbv≥ KiáZ cviáj paragraph 
wU cáo Avcwb mnáRB eySáZ cviáeb paragraph wUáZ Kx aiábi Z_® iáqáQ| Gá∂áŒ c÷̀ À 
c÷kú∏ájvi DÀi Ü`evi Rb® AváM c÷kú∏ájv gábváhvM w`áq cáo eyáS wbb − Avmáj wK RvbáZ 
PvIqv náqáQ| Gici wR¡vm® Z_®wU paragraph-G ÜLuvR Ki“b| Zvnáj mnáRB c÷kú∏ájvi 
DÀi Ücáq hváeb| wbwZ nIqvi Rb® Avcbvi Ü`Iqv DÀi∏ájv Answer Kay-ÜZ Ü`Iqv 
DÀáii mvá_ wgwjáq Ü`Lyb| 
 
C 
Reading comprehension Gi Rb® wbáPi avc∏ájv AbymiY Ki“b|  
• c÷_ágB paragraph ∏ájvi c÷_g I Ükl evK®∏ájv cáo Abyá”Q`wUi welqeØë m¤úáK© aviYv 

Ki“b Ges topic sentence wPw˝Z KiáZ ÜPÛv Ki“b|  
• Gici m¤úY© Abyá”Q`wU `™“Z GKevi cáo c÷`À Z_®vejxi aviv (A_©vr details, 

illustration, reasons BZ®vw`) m¤úáK© aviYv KiáZ ÜPÛv Ki“b| ÜKvábv ká„i A_© bv 
Rvbáj Nveovevi wKQy ÜbB| mgM÷ Abyá”Q` ev context Ü_áK H k„∏ájvi A_© Abygvb Kái 
wbb|  
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• Gevi c÷̀ À comprehension question ∏ájv gábváhvM w`áq cáo Ü`Lyb Kx aiábi Z_® 
RvbáZ PvIqv náqáQ|  

• Abyá”Q`wUáZ `™“Z ÜPvL eywjáh wR¡vm® Z_®∏ájv kbv≥ Kivi ÜPÛv Ki“b| ÜKvábv Ü∂áŒ 
máõ`n Ü`Lv w`áj H AskwU gábváhvM w`áq cáo mwVK Abygvb KiáZ ÜPÛv Ki“b|  

• wR¡vm® Z_®∏ájv kbv≥ Kivi ci Abyá”Q`wU gábváhvM w`áq cáo wbwZ náq wbb, Avcbvi 
Abygvb mwVK wKbv|  

• DÀi wjwLZ PvIqv náj msá∂ác mivmwi cY©eváK® c÷̀ À c÷kú∏ájv DÀi wjLyb| gáb ivLáeb 
DÀái KLábvB wbRØ^ gZvgZ ev Abyá”Qá` ewY©Z ÜbB Ggb Z_® Dáj-L Kiv hváe bv| Záe 
DÀi Ü`Iqvi Ü∂áŒ c÷̀ À Abyá”Q` Ü_áK ÜKvábv evK® mivmwi Kwc bv Kái GKB Z_® wbáRi 
gáZv Kái c÷Kvk KivB fvájv|  

 
cieZx© lesson ∏ájváZ Avcbvi Abykxjábi Rb® Üek wKQy Abyá”Q` Ü`Iqv nj| ewY©Z avc∏ájv 
AbymiY Kái c÷̀ À passage ∏ájv co~b Ges mswk-Û c÷kú∏ájvi DÀi w`áZ ÜPÛv Ki“b|  
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Passages for Practice 
 

 
 
 

 

LESSON

 

 
 
 

 
1 
There were a number of boys in the ship, but two of them, Jack Martin and 
Peterkin Gay, were my special favourites. Jack Martin was a tall, broad-
shouldered youth of eighteen. He had a handsome, pleasant, firm face. He 
had been to a good school and was clever. Though mild and quiet by 
nature, he was lion-like in actions. My other special favourite was Peterkin 
Gay, who was a little, quick, funny boy of about fourteen. But Peterkin's 
fun was almost always harmless or he could not be so much liked as he 
was.  
 

Choose the correct answer :  
a. How old was Jack Martin?  

 
 i. 18 ii. 20 
 iii. 14 iv. 16 
b. Who was about fourteen years old?  
 i. Jack Martin  ii. The writer 
 iii. Peterkin Gay iv. All the boys 
c. What kind of shoulder did Martin have? 
 i. Broad ii. Tall 
 iii. Short iv. Little 
d. Who was quite and mild by nature? 
 i. Both Jack and Peterkin ii. Peterkin Gay 
 iii. Jack Martin iv. The lion 
e. What was almost always harmless? 
 i. Peterkin's joy ii. Jack's fun 
 iii. Jack's mild nature iv. Peterkin's fun 
 

2  
Every interview is a trial. People generally get nervous before an interview. 
Some cannot even eat or sleep well. This is too bad. A person should take it 
easy. To hope for the best and prepare for the worst is the best policy. One 
should try to know the answers to possible questions. But mere knowledge 
is not enough for an interview. The presentation is equally important; one 
should give the answers in a prompt and orderly way. If one does not know 
the answer, one should better admit it. One may not be able to answer all 
the questions, but a good candidate is generally adjudged to be good. So 
one should trust one's ability and honest labour. This is the best remedy for 
the nervousness one feels before an interview.  
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Choose the correct answer :  
a.   What generally happens to a man before an interview? He − 
 i. feels confident ii. becomes sad 
 iii. gets nervous iv. takes preparation 
b. What is the best policy for a candidate?  
 i. To hope for the worst and prepare for the best 
 ii. To hope for the best and prepare for the worst 
 iii. To prepare for the the possible questions  
 iv. To prepare for the nervousness 
c. What is equally important as knowledge?  
 i. Presentation  ii. Courage 
 iii. Confidence   iv. Preparation 
d. How should a candidate answer? In a −  
 i. quick and honest way ii. slow and hesitating way 
 iii. prompt and orderly way  iv. bold and confident way 
e. What is the best remedy for the nervousness of a candidate? To −  
 i. answer all the questions and try to be good.  
 ii. remain silent and admit his/her ignorance.  
 iii. answer in a prompt and orderly way.   
 iv. trust one's ability and honest labour.  
 

3 
A parrot is a beautiful bird. It has a round head, a curved beak and a long 
tail. Its feathers are green in colour but the beak is red. In nature it moves in 
flocks. It chatters quite a lot. The special ability of a parrot is to imitate 
sounds including the human voice. People often catch a parrot, put it in a 
cage and teach it how to speak. When trained, it can call people by their 
names and ask or answer questions. It accepts captivity and becomes a 
companion to human beings. Many people have parrots as pets.  
 
Choose the correct answer :  
a. What is the shape of the head of a parrot?  
 i. small ii. oval  
 iii. curved iv. round  

b. What special ability does a parrot have? To − 
 i. chatter quite a lot ii. move in flocks 
 iii. imitate sounds  iv. accept captivity  
c. When can a parrot call people by their names and ask or answer 

questions?  
 i. When it is trained  
 ii. When it becomes a companion of a man 
 iii. When it is captivated 
 iv. When it lives freely in nature 
 

4 
The real heroes are those whom the world knows not of. They work among 
the poor and the distressed. They don't expect any reward from them. They 
are moved by the sufferings of others and their main object is to relieve the 
sufferings of others. Theirs is the work of love. They don't hanker after 
money. No medal glitters on their breasts; no poet sings in their praise. 
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They work and die for others. Such heroes live unknown and die unwept. 
Actually they are the real glory of the nation.  
Choose the correct answer :  

 

a. Why do the real heroes work among the poor and the distressed? 
Because they − 

 i. expect reward from them ii. are moved by their sufferings  
 iii. hanker after money iv. want to live unknown 
b. What is the main object of a real hero? To  
 i. live among the poor  ii. expect a reward 
 iii. relieve the sufferings of others  iv. live unknown and die unwept 
c. Who do the real heroes die for? For −  
 i. themselves ii. their love 
 iii. the poor and the distressed  iv. others  
d. How do they live?  
 i. unwept ii. unknown 
 iii. in praise  iv. in glory  
e. How do they  die?  
 i. unknown  ii. unpraised 
 iii. unwept iv. unsung 
 

5 
Previously Sailas had two interests in life. Working and hoarding money. 
But he had now only one interest − to bring Eppie up in a proper way. 
Whatever he earned, he spent it for Eppie. After fifteen years of life of 
aloofness he started living a normal social life. He came out of his old life 
of confinement. He found joy and peace in life. He got back his belief in 
God and man.  
 
Choose the best answer :  

 
a. What were the two interests of Sailas?  
 i. Working and playing 
 ii. Working and hoarding money 
 iii. Hoarding money and living in confinement 
 iv. Finding joy and peace in life and believing in God 
b. What was his only interest later on? To − 
 i. believe in God ii. earn money  
 iii. bring Eppie up iv. spend money  
c. How did he spend his earning ? For − 
 i. Eppie  ii. his social life 
 iii. himself  iv. joy and peace in life 
d. What did Sailas get back after 15 years? He got back − 
 i. Eppie ii. a normal social life 
 iii. joy and peace in life iv. his belief in God and man  
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More Passages for Practice 
 

 
 
 

 

LESSON
 
 

 
1 
A book is like a store house of knowledge and a source of joy. In books we 
can see the society reflected. By reading books we can equip ourselves for 
life and realise our best selves. So reading books is one of the worthiest 
things that we can do. But books have become quite costly these days. Still 
the money is well spent if we buy books. Sometimes cheaper editions are 
available and we can save on second-hand books. A good book is a good 
companion. It can give knowledge, pleasure and, during periods of 
suffering, a consolation we badly need.  
 

Questions :  
a. What is a book like?  
b. What can we do by reading books?  
c. How can we spend our money well?  
d. What can a good book give?  
 
2 
Jean Valjean came of a poor peasant family. He did not go to school. His 
mother's name was Jeanne Mathieu and his father was also called Jean 
Valjean. He lost both of his parents at an early age. All he had was a sister 
who brought him up. But unfortunately her husband died. He left seven 
children. The eldest was eight and the youngest was only one year old. 
When Jean Valjean reached manhood, he became a tree-pruner.  
 
Questions :  
a. What was Jean Valjean's father?  
b. When did Jean Valjean become an orphan?  
c. By whom was Jean Valjean brought up?  
d. How many children did Jean Valjean's sister have?  
e.  How old was the first child of Jean Valjean's sister?  
 
3 
There are three main basic necessities of human life : food, clothing and 
accommodation. The last one has become a great problem these days and is 
the most difficult to solve. People and Governments find it difficult to cope 
with this great problem. In many countries of the world population is 
increasing at a fast rate, but houses are not being built in sufficient number. 
The main reasons for this are the high cost of building materials and lack of 
space.  
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Questions :  
a. What are the main basic necessities mentioned in the passage?  
b. What has become the most difficult problem to solve?  
c. What do people and Governments find difficult cope with?  
d. What is increasing at a fast rate?  
e. Why are not sufficient houses being built?  
 

4 
We get various kinds of vegetables in the winter. They are colourful and 
tasty. Among those bright coloured vegetables we have the tomato, carrot, 
cauliflower, cabbage, radish, beans and peas. There are also plenty of leafy 
vegetables grown in this season. All these vegetables are full of vitamins 
and mineral salts. They are nutritious and, therefore, good for health. When 
properly cooked, they are not less tasty than a dish of meat or fish. The 
winter vegetables are really excellent. They are splendid.  
 
Questions :  
a. How many names of vegetables are mentioned in the passage?  
b. What do vegetables contain?  
c. Why are they good for health? 
d. When are vegetables as tasty as a dish of meat or fish?  
e. Which vegetables are splendid?  
 
5 
One day when Newton was fifty years old, he went out of his chamber, 
leaving his little dog asleep before the fire. On the table lay heaps of papers 
containing his discoveries of twenty years. When he was gone, the dog 
jumped upon the table. The lighted candle was overturned and the papers 
were burnt. Newton returned shortly after. Though greatly grieved at heart, 
he gently patted the dog with his usual kindness, saying that it did not know 
the mischief it had done.  
 
Questions :  
a. What did the papers contain?  
b. What was the source of the fire?  
c. What happened to the papers?  
d. How long did Newton stay outside?  
e. How did Newton take the accident?  
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6 
There was a knock on the door. The Bishop opened the door and asked the 
stranger to get in. The man entered and said that his name was Jean 
Valjean. He was an ex-convict. He passed nineteen years in the prison. That 
evening he came to the town D. Nobody gave him food and shelter. He was 
lying in a bench in the open air. He was tired and hungry. A kind woman 
asked him to knock at the Bishop's door.  
 
Questions :  
a. Who knocked on the Bishop's door?  
b. Did the Bishop know Jean Valjean?  
c. Why did Jean Valjean knock at the Bishop's door?  
d. How long did Jean Valjean pass in the prison?  
e. Where was Jean Valjean lying?  
 
7 
Jerusalem is a holy place for both the Muslims and the Christians. It was in 
possession of the Muslims and the Christians. Both the parties wanted to 
have it under them. So a long and terrible fight was going on between the 
two parties. One day, all on sudden, the fight came to a stop. A white flag 
was found flying on the Christian tent as King Richard, the General of the 
Christian soldiers, was ill.  
 
Questions :  
a. Why was a long terrible fight going on?  
b. Between whom was the fight going on?  
c. Why did the fight come to a stop?  
d. What was flying on the Christian tent?  
e. Who was the Christian General?  
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ANSWER 

 
 
 
LESSON : 1  B 
a. iii   b. i    c. i  
 
LESSON : 2  
Passage 1 
a. i    b. iii    c. i    d. iii    e. iv 
 
Passage 2  
a. iii    b. ii    c. i    d. iii    e. iv  
 

Passage  3 
a. iv    b. iii    c. i     
 

Passage 4  
a. ii    b. iii    c. iv    d. ii    e. iii  
 
Passage 5  
a. ii    b. iii    c. i    d. iv    
 
LESSON : 3  
Passage 1 
a. A book is like a store house of knowledge and a source of joy.  
b. By reading books we can equip ourselves for life and realise our best 

selves.  
c. We can spend our money well by buying books.  
d. A good book can give knowledge, pleasure and consolation.  
 
Passage 2  
a. Jean Valjean's father was a peasant.  
b. He became an orphan at an early age.  
c. Jean Valjean was brought up by his sister.  
d. Jean Valjean's sister had seven children.  
e. The first child of Jean Valjean's sister was eight years old.  
 
Passage 3  
a. The main basic necessities mentioned in the passage are food, clothing 

and accommodation.  
b. Accommodation problem has become the most difficult to solve.  
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c. People and Governments find it difficult to cope with accommodation 
problem.  

d. Population is increasing at a fast rate.  
e. Sufficient houses are not being built because of high cost of building 

materials and lack of space.  
 
Passage 4 
a. Seven names of vegetables are mentioned in the passage.  
b. Vegetables contain vitamins and mineral salts.  
c. They are good for health because they are nutritious.  
d. Vegetables are as tasty as a dish of meat or fish when they are 

properly cooked.  
e. The winter vegetables are splendid.  
 
Passage 5 
a. The papers contained Newton's discoveries of twenty years.  
b. The lighted candle was the source of the fire.  
c. The papers were burnt.  
d. Newton stayed outside for a short time.  
e. Newton was greatly grived at heart. But he patted the dog with his 

kindness because he understood that the dog did not know what 
mischief it had done.  

 
Passage 6 
a. Jean Valjean knocked on the Bishop's door.  
b. No, he didn't.  
c. Jean Valjean needed food and shelter. So he knocked at the Bishop's 

door at the suggestion of a kind woman.  
d. Jean Valjean passed nineteen years in the prison.  
e. Jean Valjean was lying in a bench in the open air.  
 
Passage 7 
a. A long and terrible fight was going on because both the Muslims and 

the Christians wanted to have Jerusalem under them.  
b. The fight was going on between the Muslims and the Christians.  
c. The fight came to a stop because the General of the Christian soldiers 

was ill.  
d. A white flag was flying on the Christian tent.  
e. King Richard was the Christian General.  
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